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Donostia /  
San Sebastián   

Premium

Donostia, bakarra munduan  (“Donostia, unique in the world”), lyrics 
of the San Sebastian March composed in 1861 and sung every 20th 
January for expectant Donostiarras (people from San Sebastian), 
expresses the best definition of this city.  Just three words to describe 
its exceptional uniqueness.

This originality can be seen in its history and its way of life.  A 
fishing port that was the cradle of pirates and a Belle Epoque style 
architecture inherited from its aristocratic past.

Donostia-San Sebastian is blue surrounded by green. It is famous 
for its perfect shell-shaped bay that caresses three extensive beaches, 
crowned in the centre by an island with the only south-facing beach 
in the Basque Country.

Traditional and avant-garde cuisine go hand-in-hand here with the 
hightest concentration of Michelin-star restaurants in the world.   
Every year it hosts an international Film Festival, welcomes the best 
jazz artists in summertime and boasts art and culture in the streets 
and museums.

You disembark in beautiful San Sebastian and gradually immerse 
yourself in Donostia, an intense city that celebrates culture and the 
good life.  

There are many ways to visit the city, one of most photographed in 
the world, but if you want to discover the essence of a San Sebastian 
that lures you to perceive small pleasures with great intensity, here 
is the secret.



SEDUCTIVE4

on this page  —  The Concha Bay boasts an unassailable 
beauty whichever way you look at it.

right  —  Urumea River enters the Cantabrian sea at one of 
the most recognisable postcard pictures of San Sebastian.
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SEDUCTIVE 5

The seductive  
city. San Sebastian is 

clearly, iconically and 
undeniably beautiful. But it 
also holds secrets waiting 
to be told, miracles that 
ensue when you are on your 
guard, enchanting nooks 
and crannies keen to be 
discovered. The place and 
the moment of seduction.  
Delicate and unforgettable.    
Let yourself be carried away.   



FAVOURED6

on this page  —  Travelling the winding road that leads 
to Monte Igeldo lighthouse is one way of enjoying the 

magnetic beauty of the city.

right  —  Surfers from all over the world are part of the 
city’s natural landscape.
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The favoured 
city. Fortunate in the 

distribution of its attractiveness, 
San Sebastian  is surrounded 
by  magnetic topography, with 
a bay like no other in the world, 
three beaches, an estuary 
and a coastline sculpted by 
an inspired artist.  And then, 
crowning this natural beauty, 
delicate and exciting artificial 
delights have been added.  A 
life less ordinary.  A fortunate 
life that we would like to share 
with you.  
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—  San Sebastián is also a spectacular open-air museum 
where you can see sculptures such as Empty Construction 

by Jorge Oteiza, or the Hondalea installation, the work 
of Cristina Iglesias located in the lighthouse on Santa 

Clara Island through which water flows, reminiscent of sea 
currents. Or Chillida Leku, the museum that covers the 
life and several of the most significant works of the San 
Sebastian sculptor Eduardo Chillida. And very close, in 

Getaria, the Balenciaga Museum, dedicated to the great 
fashion designer born in this town.
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The inspiring 
city.  Just imagine: this is 

where Chillida was born. Here 
are a few of his most significant 
works and, just a few kilometres 
away, there is a museum that 
exhibits his life’s work. However, 
there is much more: Oteiza, 
Balenciaga, San Telmo Museum, 
Zinemaldia film festival, the 
Donostiara Choir.  
San Sebastian is lush and 
cultivated, a land nurtured by 
influences from all over the 
world, but which also has its 
own identity and the oldest 
language in Europe, Basque.  
It has a delicate fragrance of 
culture. 



  —   San Sebastián is a city to savour in  
tapas bars or Michelin-star restaurants.  

An incredible fare full of flavour and subtleties.

10 SAVOURY
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The savoury 
city. Some cities can be seen 

and others, like San Sebastian, 
can be savoured: you taste them 
little by little to appreciate the 
subtleties, so that the textures, 
colours, aromas and sensations 
remain in your mouth and in your 
memory forever.  Whether in tapas 
bars, in cider houses or in the 
largest concentration of Michelin-
star restaurants in the world, 
this city elaborates thousands of 
gastronomic delights every single 
day. We have selected some of the 
best.  Emotion is served.
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on this page  —  The watchtowers that crown Mount Urgull offer 
spectacular views of the island and the bay.

right  —  San Sebastian’s three beaches, each with its own character, 
are considered among the best urban beaches in Europe. 
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The homely 
city. It might be because it’s a 

small city. Or maybe it’s the Basque 
character - reserved but dependable 
and generous. The fact is that we like 
to share what we have and what we 
are with people who sincerely wish 
to get to know us. Come with us to 
authentic places that only those 
who live here really know.  Please, 
make yourself at home. Feel like you 
are from San Sebastian and enjoy 
yourself as if you were one of us. 
Welcome, Ongi Etorri.
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Since it opened in 1912, the Hotel 
Maria Cristina has been closely 
linked to the history and cultural 
life of San Sebastian. The majestic 
design of the hotel and its interior 
luxury, combined with its location on 
the banks of the Urumea River and 
the view of the sea, have made it the 
preferred choice of accommodation 
for Spanish and foreign tourists. 
The Dry Bar, located on the ground 
floor of the hotel, pays homage to a 
glamorous age and its regular guests 
from Hollywood.

Address:
República Argentina, 4  
20004 Donostia / San Sebastián 

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 437 600
hmc@luxurycollection.com

labur.eus/DZGCo

Hotel

 MARÍA CRISTINA

ACCOMMODATION
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Inaugurated in 2017, the five-star hotel plus 
the gastronomic Espazio Oteiza, are part 
of the growing Akelarre universe, which 
includes its restaurant with three Michelin 
Star and also three Repsol Sun. It is the latest 
expression of the spirit of the brand, defined 
by going one better, continuous improvement 
and striving for perfection. With the ultimate 
in luxury, all the diaphanous rooms have a 
private terrace and a view of the sea. There 
are two suites with heated pools, Junior Suite 
rooms, and Deluxe rooms. Common areas 
and exclusive terraces. 

Address:
Paseo Padre Orkolaga, 56  
(Monte Igeldo)   
20008 Donostia / San Sebastián

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 311 208
info@akelarre.net

akelarre.net

Hotel

 AKELARRE

ACCOMMODATION
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Hotel

 LASALA PLAZA

This boutique hotel allows its guests to 
enjoy a premium Donostia experience 
through a very unique proposal: an 
outstanding location at the confluence 
of the port, the bay and the Old Town of 
San Sebastian, an interior design that 
meticulously adorns an emblematic 
building, and a service with its own 
personality that is fully prepared to 
welcome the luxury traveller.
The guest will also enjoy exclusive access 
to a dream rooftop and the pleasure 
of enjoying La Jarana, a restaurant 
incorporated into the hotel with a unique 
atmosphere shared by both locals and 
visitors.

Address:
Lasala, 2  
20003 Donostia / San Sebastián 

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 547 000
info@lasalaplazahotel.com

lasalaplazahotel.com
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For lovers of exclusiveness, freedom and 
feeling at home on their leisure or business 
trips, FeelFree offers nearly 150 exclusive 
apartments located in the best areas of 
San Sebastian. Its apartments are selected 
following strict quality and design criteria, 
and are available in all sizes and fully 
equipped. For a perfect stay you can hire a 
wide variety of premium services, visits and 
personalised experiences, and there is always 
a 24-hour helpline and concierge service to 
resolve any possible issues.

Address:
Peña y Goñi, 3  
20002 Donostia / San Sebastián

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 563 654
info@feelfreerentals.com

feelfreerentals.com

FEEL FREE 
               Apartments
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RESTAURANTS

Akelarre has been synonymous with 
Pedro Subijana since 1975, situated at the 
pinnacle of world gastronomy and making 
this an emblematic mount for the capital 
of Gipuzkoa. The Michelin Star awarded in 
1978, two in 1982 and a third Star in 2007, 
plus three Repsol Suns, say it all. Pioneer 
of the New Basque Cuisine, unrepentant 
investigator, master of masters, he offers 
two menus in the original Akelarre and an 
à la carte menu in his “Espazio Oteiza”, 
with a work by the sculptor. Terrace 
overlooking the sea. The empire of the 
senses.

Address:
Paseo Padre Orkolaga, 56  
(Monte Igeldo)   
20008 Donostia / San Sebastián

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 311 209
restaurante@akelarre.net

akelarre.net

AKELARRE 
                         Restaurant



 

RESTAURANTS

To visit Arzak is to enter the Olympus 
of world gastronomy. Juan Mari Arzak, 
master of masters, and his daughter 
Elena jointly and separately hold the 
most prestigious awards in the world. 
Since 1989 their restaurant holds all three 
Michelin Stars. They also have three 
Repsol Suns. Their cuisine is alchemy, 
where new organoleptic variations are 
researched, created and developed. Their 
“Bank of Flavours” contains a thousand 
products and ingredients which they 
work with continuously. An extraordinary 
pleasure for humans made by gods. 
Unique.

Address:
Alcalde J. Elosegui, 273  
20015 Donostia / San Sebastián

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 278 465
informacion@arzak.es

arzak.es

ARZAK 
                Restaurant
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RESTAURANTS

This restaurant is the flagship of the 
establishments run by the master Martín 
Berasategui, the chef who holds a total of 
twelve Michelin Stars for all of the restaurants 
under his care. Three of those Stars. togehter 
with three Respol Suns, have illuminated the 
Martin Berasategui Restaurant in Lasarte-
Oria for a number of years. Surrounded 
by nature, this gastronomic temple and its 
innovative, imaginative cuisine rooted in the 
environment, and accompanied by an excellent 
winery, is brought to you by a young and 
professional team. A benchmark in international 
gastronomy, the visit starts as an unimaginable 
experience and is unforgettable afterwards.

Address:
Loidi, 4    
20160 Lasarte-Oria 

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 366 471
info@martinberasategui.es

martinberasategui.com

MARTÍN BERASATEGUI 
                                                       Restaurant

22
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Located in an old farmhouse on the dividing 
line between two Basque towns (Errenteria 
and Astigarraga), Mugaritz, which has two 
Michelin Stars and three Repsol Suns, offers 
an experience designed to feed the mind as 
well as the stomach. Its name is a tribute to 
the boundary (“muga” in Basque) and to 
the oak (“haritza”) that has guarded that 
dividing line for 200 years. The boundary is 
not only geographical, but has also defined 
its identity, placing it between the spheres of 
gastronomy and of art and of the culinary 
and scientific worlds. Andoni Luis Aduriz 
and his team offer an experience in which 
textures, stories, flavours and emotions 
are intertwined to build a multisensory 
experience, as disconcerting as it is 
stimulating.

Address:
Aldura Aldea, 20  
20100  Errenteria, Gipuzkoa

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 522 455
reservas@mugaritz.com

www.mugaritz.com

MUGARITZ 
                            Restaurant
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Overlooking the bay, on the 
slopes of Mount Igeldo, we find 
the Rekondo Restaurant with 
its classic, seasonal Basque 
cuisine. It is recommended by 
the Michelin Guide and has been 
awarded a Sun by the Repsol 
Guide. 
Its prestigious wine cellar is also 
recognised, among others, by 
the magazine Wine Spectator 
and the French magazine La 
Revue du Vin de France, and it is 
considered one of the best wine 
cellars in the world.

Address:
Paseo de Igeldo, 57   
20008 Donostia / San Sebastián

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 212 907
restaurante@rekondo.com

rekondo.com

RESTAURANTS

REKONDO 
                         Restaurant
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The San Sebastian Aquarium is 
recognised as one of the best in the 
world. It offers arranged Premium 
visits, without queues, guided by 
an expert guide who will help you 
discover the secrets of the seabed 
and leads you into the technical 
area, only accessible to staff. You 
can visit the quarantine areas, the 
laboratory, the kitchen for the wide 
variety of species, and the special 
hidden places, in addition to the 32 
aquariums open to the public on its 
two floors.

Address:
Carlos Blasco de Imaz, 1  
(Port)   
20003 Donostia / San Sebastián

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 440 099
info@aquariumss.com

aquariumss.com

San Sebastian

 AQUARIUM
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In historic Hondarribia, this family 
winery makes its txakoli on a 
property surrounded by seventeen 
hectares of vineyards of the local 
grape variety. Personalised private 
visits are organised, as well as 
tastings with their txakolis paired 
with pintxos made with local and 
seasonal products.
In addition, they offer the possibility 
of rounding off the day by eating 
in their Wine Bar or at the Asador 
Sutan, where the speciality is grilled 
local and seasonal cuisine.  
A delicious and highly recommended 
visit for food and wine tourists.

Address:
Barrio Jaizubia, 266  
20280 Hondarribia

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 104 060
reservas@hiruzta.com

hiruzta.com

HIRUZTA 
                    Winery
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Katxiña Winery is where the gastronomy 
of the Basque coast comes together in 
perfect harmony. Discover a family akin 
to gastronomy since 1969 and learn more 
about the white Txakoli Katxiña wine, which 
is made in the winery itself. You can visit the 
winery and learn all about this authentic 
and surprising wine. Txakoli wine-tasting 
with local products and a restaurant 
specialising in grilled fish and meat.

Address:
Barrio Ortzaika, 20  
20810 Orio

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 580 166
info@bodegakatxina.com   

bodegakatxina.com

KATXIÑA 
                     Restaurant Winery

RESOURCES
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Chillida Leku museum is one-of-a kind in 
the world, created by the sculptor from 
Guipuzcoa,  Eduardo Chillida,  during his 
lifetime. A place where his work coexists 
with nature, integrated into the landscape 
as if it had always been there. The 16th 
century Zabalaga farmhouse, restored by 
the artist himself, houses his more intimate 
works and enhances the experience of the 
visit.  The museum offers premium guided 
tours, led by members of the Chillida family 
themselves. An unforgettable experience.

Address:
Jauregi Bailara, 66   
20120 Hernani  

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 335 959
reservas@museochillidaleku.com

museochillidaleku.com

CHILLIDA LEKU 
                                  Museum
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In the birthplace of the great couturier, 
this museum reflects the first twenty 
years of his career in Gipuzkoa in the 
world of Haute Couture and later in 
Paris. His evolution can be seen in 
the extraordinary collection of more 
than 4,500 pieces, including many 
from his early years. The museum 
offers personalised visits for premium 
customers, guided by experts during the 
evening when the museum is closed, or 
even at night, or experiences combined 
with other arts, such as music or dance, 
and food and wine.

Address:
Aldamar Parkea, 6  
20808 Getaria

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 008 840
info@fbalenciaga.com 

cristobalbalenciagamuseoa.com

CRISTÓBAL BALENCIAGA 
                                                                              Museum
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Allowing you to discover the coast of your tourist 
destination from the sea, by yacht or motor boat, 
with attention to details that make your excursion 
unforgettable, is the purpose of Navegavela, a 
company created in 2000. It has a varied fleet of 
rental boats, with or without a skipper, adapted to 
the number of passengers, in order to satisfy their 
tourist interests and the high quality expected. 
With departures mainly from the marinas of San 
Sebastian and Hondarribia, it also covers the coast 
of Bizkaia.

Address:
Puerto Deportivo La Lasta, 1 
20009 Donostia / San Sebastián
Puerto Deportivo Minatera, s/n  
20280 Hondarribia

Contact:
T. (+34) 648 183 037
info@navegavela.com

navegavela.com

 NAVEGAVELA
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OSTARTE SAILING

The company was created in 2017 
as a result of its founders’ passion 
for sailing and the opportunity to 
acquire two wooden boats, each with 
a long history: Lucretia (1927) and 
Tanit (1961). They offer an à la carte 
crewed navigation service: daily 
outings of from two to eight hours, 
weekends or week-long voyages for 
couples or groups, adapting to your 
interests and including visits to ports, 
sightings, regattas, photography, 
meetings etc. A very exclusive 
experience.

Address:
Paseo del Muelle, s/n 
20003 Donostia / San Sebastián

Contact:
T. (+34) 687 255 661
info@ostartesailing.com   

ostartesailing.com
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Master leather workers since 1948 and 
not to be missed by premium tourists in 
search of exclusiveness. Both elegance 
and quality can be found at BOX San 
Sebastian, a high-quality leather goods 
brand with the Donostia label. In this 
renowned San Sebastian business 
offering an extensive collection with a 
timeless style and a unique atmosphere, 
you will be surprised by the stylistic 
concepts revealed in the collection, 
with links to architecture, nature and 
the city’s landscape. “They have been 
pioneers in valuing the importance 
of design related to their origins.” 
Ecodesign, the circular economy and 
social responsibility are also in evidence 
in this avant-garde shop.

Address:
San Martin, 12  
20005 Donostia / San Sebastián    

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 421 240
info@boxsansebastian.com

boxsansebastian.com

 BOX SAN SEBASTIÁN
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Since 1935, Casa Munoa has been a 
benchmark for jewellery in the capital of 
Gipuzkoa. Today the responsibility of a third 
generation of goldsmiths, it stands out for 
its passion for the design and manufacture 
of new pieces in the workshop located in 
the same premises. Here, new pieces are 
created to order, old pieces are transformed 
or restored with new designs, and pieces of 
the highest quality are handcrafted. A gift 
for lovers of the exclusive.

Address:
Aldamar, 28  
20003 Donostia / San Sebastián

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 422 847
j.munoa@telefonica.net

casamunoa.com

CASA MUNOA 
                                Jewellery
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The refurbished building of the former 
Fishermen’s Guild, a body deeply rooted 
in the social life of the Old Town of San 
Sebastian, offers the visitor the experience 
of finding out about everything related 
to inshore fishing in the Basque Country: 
seasons, species, figures, techniques, arts 
and the way of life of fishermen, netmakers, 
in other words, people of the sea. There is 
the option to personalise activities, eating 
the coastal fish caught on the day and 
buying high-quality canned shallow-water 
fish caught close to the port.

Address:
Kaimingaintxo Plaza, 1 (Port)   
20003 Donostia / San Sebastián

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 050 764
kaixo@kofradia.eus

kofradia.eus

 

 KOFRADIA ITSAS ETXEA
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 MINIMIL

Contxu Uzkudun, creator of the 
New Basque Style, founded Minimil 
half a century ago to dress women 
in a timeless, sober and elegant 
style. She was inspired by creators 
such as Cristóbal Balenciaga, 
and her garments reflect the 
character of her land and culture, 
designing unique pieces.  Today, 
her daughters Ana and Beatriz 
Zuaznabar continue in the same 
spirit, adapting international trends 
to the sensitivity of Basque fashion. 
With a presence in the three 
Basque provincial capitals.

Address:
Garibai, 3  
20004 Donostia / San Sebastián

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 397 308
comercial@minimil.es

minimil.es
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Master perfumers since 1908, 
Benegas offers visitors a select 
choice of the best brands in the 
world as well as their own: Colonia 
Benegas and SSirimiri-The Essence 
of Donostia. They dispense the best 
choices in cosmetics and make-up 
and offer personalised treatments 
for every type of skin in their 
beauty booth. The wide range of 
available products ensures the most 
demanding tourists will find the ideal 
gift for either themselves or family 
and friends. The best advice to 
guarantee a successful choice.

Address:
Garibay, 12 
20004 Donostia / San Sebastián

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 420 305
info@perfumeriabenegas.com

perfumeriabenegas.com

BENEGAS 
                       Perfumery

SHOPS
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This company of luxury vehicles 
with drivers, with the added value 
of being authentic tourist guides 
with extensive knowledge of the 
territory, is the ideal solution to 
have vehicles at the personal 
disposal of the visitor from their 
arrival at the airport or railway 
station until their departure. Its 
very large fleet, including for 
groups, satisfies all needs: guided 
tours, food and wine outings or 
permanent attention, if required, 
during your stay in the Basque 
Country. With complete flexibility 
for customers. 

Address:
Donostia Ibilbidea, 124 
20115 Astigarraga

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 102 737
info@talurluxurycars.com

talurluxurycars.com

 TALUR LUXURY CARS



 BQD  BASQUE DESTINATION 
                                                                 Agency

At Basque Destination, our Premium 
catalogue contains the most exclusive 
experiences you can find in our land: 
boutique hotels with soul, Michelin 
Star restaurants deep rooted in our 
land, unique wineries that surprise 
visitors and their senses, museums 
that capture our history, past and 
present, and display it in the most 
innovative ways; immerse yourself in 
the culture, nature and gastronomy 
led by experienced guides of our land. 
“As locals, with locals, by locals” is the 
definition of how our guests feel.

Address:
Erribera kalea 5
20750 Zumaia

Contact:
T. (+34) 943 32 63 06
 info@basquedestination.com   

www.basquedestination.com
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Tenedor Tours with more than 2 decades 
of experience in the food and wine 
touring business designs unique, tailor-
made luxury experiences for companies, 
groups and independent visitors
to Northern Spain. We specialize in 
private tours, MICE, corporate retreats, 
workshops, and events as well as 
exclusive access to special places. Our 
singular and profound view of Basque
culture and gastronomy is backed up 
by a practiced international multilingual 
staff for a seamless experience. We love 
to show visitors the unexpected, the 
unique cultural heritage of the region
and its glorious countryside.

Address:
Fermin Calbeton 27 - 1º  
20003 Donostia / San Sebastián  

Contact:
T. (+34) 609 46 73 81 / 943 43 63 21
info@tenedortours.com

 TENEDOR TOURS
     Agency

www.tenedortours.com






